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Pharmacist Objectives

At the conclusion of this program, the pharmacist will be able to:
1. Describe the history of RNA and DNA vaccines.
2. Explain the technology behind RNA and DNA vaccines.
3. Identify diseases conducive for RNA and DNA vaccines.
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Technician Objectives

At the conclusion of this program, the technician will be able to:
1. Describe the history of RNA and DNA vaccines.
2. Explain how RNA and DNA vaccines work to protect patients against 

vaccine preventable diseases.
3. Discuss the benefit of RNA and DNA vaccines in patient friendly 

language.
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Pre-Test Question #1

The first mRNA vaccine was tested in humans in:
A. 1993
B. 2005
C. 2013
D. 2020
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Pre-Test Question #2

True or False. RNA and DNA vaccines integrate into human genetics in 
order to replicate and produce virus antigens.
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Pre-Test Question #3

Which of the following diseases has an RNA and DNA vaccine in human 
clinical trials?
A. Influenza
B. Human immunodeficiency virus
C. SARS-CoV-2

D. Zika virus
E. All of the above
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Pre-Test Question #4

Which of the following statements is an accurate talking point when 
discussing RNA and DNA vaccines with patients?
A. The vaccines are hazardous to make
B. The vaccines are new and have limited safety and efficacy data
C. The vaccines provide your body with instructions to make proteins 

specific to the disease
D. The vaccines use live virus, which can make immunocompromised 

patients at risk for contracting the disease
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Overview of RNA and DNA Vaccines

• Use genetic material from the virus or bacteria 
• Provide your body instructions (either as mRNA or DNA) to make 

specific proteins teaching your body to recognize these proteins as a 
threat and fight them
• Do not change your existing genes
• Utilize your machinery to create proteins

• Cannot infect you with the disease
• Using genetic sequences makes vaccines much faster to develop than 

traditional methods

REFERENCES: Vaccine. 1999;18(9-10):765-777.
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Barriers to Nucleic Acid Vaccines

• Stability of nucleic acids
• mRNA is very unstable and can degrade quickly
• DNA in comparison is relatively stable

• Effective delivery systems 
• Nucleic acid vaccines must enter the cytoplasm or nucleus

• Low immunogenicity as the vaccines must enter human cells
• mRNA vaccines must cross the lipid-based plasma membrane to enter the 

cytoplasm
• DNA vaccines need to penetrate the nuclear membrane barrier

REFERENCES: Front Cell Dev Biol. 2021 May 25;9:633776.
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The History of Nucleic Acid 
Vaccines
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History of mRNA and Lipid Delivery Systems

• 1961: mRNA was 
discovered

• 1965: Liposomes 
produced

• 1969: Proteins 
produced from 
isolated mRNA

1960s
• 1971: Liposomes 

used in drug 
delivery

• 1974: Liposomes 
used for vaccine 
delivery

1970s
• 1984: mRNA 

synthesized in 
the lab

1980s
• 1992: mRNA 

tested as a 
treatment in rats

• 1995: mRNA 
cancer vaccine 
tested in mice

1990s
• 2005: Scalable 

manufacturing 
of lipid 
nanoparticles

2000s
• 2013: First 

human clinical 
trial of mRNA 
vaccine for 
rabies

• 2018: First drug 
with lipid 
nanoparticles 
approved

2010s

REFERENCES: Nature. 2021 Sep;597(7876):318-324.
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History of mRNA with Lipid Nanoparticles for 
Vaccine Delivery

• 1978: Liposome-
wrapped mRNA 
delivery to cells

1970s

• 1989: mRNA in 
cationic liposome 
delivered to 
human cells

1980s • 1990: Liposome 
wrapped mRNA 
delivered to mice

• 1993: mRNA 
influenza vaccine 
tested in mice

1990s

• 2012: mRNA in lipid 
nanoparticles tested in 
mice

• 2012: US begins funding 
mRNA vaccine research

• 2015: First clinical trial of 
mRNA in lipid 
nanoparticles influenza 
vaccine

2010s
• COVID-19 mRNA 

in lipid 
nanoparticles 
vaccine on EUA

2020s

REFERENCES: Nature. 2021 Sep;597(7876):318-324.
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Early DNA Vaccine Research

REFERENCES: Hum Gene Ther. 2018;29(9):966-970.

1992:
Demonstrate
d the ability 

to elicit 
antibody

1993: 
First 

protective 
studies in 
animals

1994: 
WHO 

named 
technology

1995: 
First Phase I 
human trial

1996: FDA 
recommends 
to consider 
DNA-based 

vaccines

1997

1998: HIV, 
malaria, influenza, 
herpes, hepatitis 

B vaccines in 
clinical trials
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Ongoing DNA Vaccine Clinical Trials

REFERENCES: Curr Opin Immunol. 2020 Aug;65:21-27.

2013

• HIV vaccine is 
safe and 
immunogenic

2015

• Human 
papilloma 
virus vaccine is 
safe and 
efficacious 
against 
cervical 
neoplasia

2016

• Venezuelan 
equine 
encephalitis 
virus vaccine is 
safe, 
immunogenic, 
and well 
tolerated

2017

• HIV vaccine induced 
nearly 100% response 
rate

• Zika vaccine is safe and 
immunogenic

• Influenza via jet 
delivery studied in 
adults and children

• Zika vaccine via jet 
delivery is safe and 
well tolerated

• Prostate Cancer DNA 
vaccine + 
pembrolizumab 
promotes anti-tumor 
response

2019

• M ERS-CoV 
vaccine is safe 
and 
immunogenic

• Ebola vaccine 
promotes 
cellular and 
humoral 
response

• Zika vaccine 
clinical trials 
begin
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The Technology behind 
Nucleic Acid Vaccines
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Types of RNA Vaccines

• Conventional allows for 
modification of mRNA
• In COVID-19 vaccines, the 

modifications made lead to 
higher levels of spike protein 
and lower side effects from 
cytokines

• Self-amplifying allows for 
lower doses

REFERENCES: Mol Ther. 2019 Apr 10;27(4):757-772. Science. 2022 Apr 29;376(6592):446.
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Mechanism of Action of RNA Vaccines

REFERENCES: https://www.cbc.ca/news/science/canadian-vaccine-candidates-covid-
coronavirus-1.5764874
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Protecting RNA for Vaccine Delivery

REFERENCES: Nat Rev Drug Discov. 2018 Apr;17(4):261-279.
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Explaining RNA Vaccines to Patients

• mRNA (messenger RNA) carries the information on how to make a protein 
specific to the virus or bacteria target
• When injected into a muscle, mRNA enters the muscle cells and uses the cell’s 

machinery to produce the harmless protein
• After the protein is made, the mRNA is broken down by our body
• Muscle cells display the protein on their cell surface allowing the immune system 

to recognize the foreign protein triggering antibody production
• The body learns how to recognize the protein in the future (if exposed to the 

virus or bacteria) to quickly mount an immune response

REFERENCES: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/vaccines/different-
vaccines/mRNA.html
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https://www.cbc.ca/news/science/canadian-vaccine-candidates-covid-coronavirus-1.5764874
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/vaccines/different-vaccines/mRNA.html
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Types and Mechanism of Action of DNA 
Vaccines

REFERENCES: Future Virol. 2021 Nov:10.2217/fvl-2021-0170.

MIDGE: Minimalistic, immunologically defined gene expression
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DNA Vaccine Delivery Methods

REFERENCES: Future Virol. 2021 Nov:10.2217/fvl-2021-0170.
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Explaining DNA Vaccines to Patients
• DNA carries the information on how to make a protein specific to the virus or 

bacteria target
• After entering a human cell, the DNA enters the nucleus
• The cell’s machinery takes over to convert the viral or bacterial gene into mRNA
• The mRNA travels to the cytoplasm where the cell’s machinery produces the 

harmless protein
• Human cells display the protein on their cell surface allowing the immune system 

to recognize the foreign protein triggering antibody production
• The body learns how to recognize the protein in the future (if exposed to the 

virus or bacteria) to quickly mount an immune response
• The DNA breaks down within a few weeks

REFERENCES: Nature 597, 161-162 (2021).
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Benefits of Nucleic Acid Vaccines

• Time: nucleic acid vaccines can be massed produced in weeks versus 
months for traditional weakened or inactivated vaccines
• Nucleic acid strands are synthesized via a chemical process allowing for scientist to 

quickly adapt the vaccine in response to new variants

• Cost: manufacturing nucleic acid vaccines is inexpensive compared to 
traditional vaccines
• Risk: nucleic acid vaccines are safer for manufacturers than traditional 

vaccines as they can be synthesized in the lab instead of weakening or 
inactivating the desired bacteria or virus
• Immune Response: the use of weakened or inactivated pathogens may 

result in a weaker than desired immune response

REFERENCES: Front Cell Dev Biol. 2021 May 25;9:633776.
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The Future of Nucleic Acid 
Vaccines
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The Future of RNA Vaccines

• As of February 2022, over 90 lead developers of mRNA vaccines have 
been identified 
• Collectively, these companies have 137 mRNA vaccine candidates in the 

pipeline

REFERENCES: Nat Rev Drug Discov. 2022 May;21(5):333-334.
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The Future of RNA Vaccines

• In human clinical trials (as of 
February 2022)
• SARS-CoV-2 (variants)
• Influenza
• Cytomegalovirus
• Epstein-Barr virus
• Respiratory syncytial virus
• Zika virus
• Human immunodeficiency virus
• Rabies
• Human metapneumovirus (hMPV) + 

human parainfluenza virus type 3 (PIV3)

REFERENCES: Nat Rev Drug Discov. 2022 May;21(5):333-334.

• In preclinical/exploratory
• Herpes simplex virus
• Varicella zoster virus
• Nipah virus
• Lassa, yellow fever
• Malaria
• Tuberculosis
• Hepatitis B virus
• Rotavirus
• Cystic fibrosis
• Several types of cancer
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The Future of DNA Vaccines

• In human clinical trials (as of 2020)
• SARS-CoV-2
• Influenza
• Zika virus
• Human immunodeficiency virus
• Hepatitis B virus
• Hepatitis C virus
• Human papilloma virus
• Malaria
• Venezuelan equine encephalitis virus
• Middle East respiratory syndrome 

coronavirus

REFERENCES: Curr Opin Immunol. 2020 Aug;65:21-27.

• In preclinical/exploratory
• Herpes simplex virus
• Varicella zoster virus
• Dengue fever
• Rabies
• Tuberculosis
• Anthrax
• Typhoid
• Several types of cancer
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Questions???
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Post-Test Question #1

The first mRNA vaccine with lipid nanoparticles was tested in humans 
in:
A. 1993
B. 2005
C. 2015
D. 2020

31

Post-Test Question #1

The first mRNA vaccine was tested in humans in:
A. 1993 (first mRNA vaccine tested (influenza in mice))
B. 2005 (technology to mass-produce lipid nanoparticles)
C. 2013 (rabies)
D. 2020 (first emergency use authorization granted for COVID-19 

mRNA vaccine)
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Post-Test Question #2

True or False. RNA and DNA vaccines integrate into human genetics in 
order to replicate and produce virus antigens.
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Post-Test Question #2

True or False. RNA and DNA vaccines integrate into human genetics in 
order to replicate and produce virus antigens.

RNA and DNA vaccines use human machinery to create viral proteins, 
but do not integrate into human genes
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Post-Test Question #3

Which of the following diseases has an RNA and DNA vaccine in human 
clinical trials?
A. Influenza
B. Human immunodeficiency virus
C. SARS-CoV-2

D. Zika virus
E. All of the above
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Post-Test Question #3

Which of the following diseases has an RNA and DNA vaccine in human 
clinical trials?
A. Influenza
B. Human immunodeficiency virus
C. SARS-CoV-2
D. Zika virus
E. All of the above
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Post-Test Question #4

Which of the following statements is an accurate talking point when 
discussing RNA and DNA vaccines with patients?
A. The vaccines are hazardous to make
B. The vaccines are new and have limited safety and efficacy data
C. The vaccines provide your body with instructions to make proteins 

specific to the disease
D. The vaccines use live virus, which can make immunocompromised 

patients at risk for contracting the disease
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Post-Test Question #4
Which of the following statements is an accurate talking point when discussing 
RNA and DNA vaccines with patients?
A. The vaccines are hazardous to make (safer to make than traditional vaccines)
B. The vaccines are new and have limited safety and efficacy data (have been 

studied for decades and same standards for safety and effectiveness to 
traditional vaccines)

C. The vaccines provide your body with instructions to make proteins specific to 
the disease (allow the body to make a portion of the disease in order to illicit 
an immune response)

D. The vaccines use live virus, which can make immunocompromised patients at 
risk for contracting the disease (use genetic material of the virus or bacteria 
opposed to a live virus or parts of an actual virus or bacteria)
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Take Home Points

• RNA and DNA technologies have been successful over the last couple 
of decades showing safety and efficacy comparable to traditional 
vaccines
• The success of COVID-19 vaccines opened the door for other vaccine 

potentials
• Patients may need reassurance and evidence-based data to combat 

misinformation
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